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Fr~",,,'·kfl/executive ticket. candidates David Dobelh<!ff, Benjamin Dunlap mu/ Michael iWiller address
student concerns.in

adebate held iii. Brockman Hall last night..
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Executive ticket colltellders Pete Owe11d<!ff, Amy Joh11ston mu/ Damon Jo11es {from left) also stated t!wir
opinions concerning campus 1weds at tlw debate.
·

Today. the Xavier student body heads to ·the polls to vote for the Stud.ent Government's
.Exec~tive Ticket. For the plans each side offers, as well as a look at what's at stake for the
winners, see stories, page two. For further election commentary, see staff editorial," page six .
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Take a practice run
Students who are concerned about applying to graduate
school can get a free practice run on the admissions exams at a
test drive offered by Kaplan Educational Centers at the Cincinnati Kaplan Center.
On Feb. 26, students preparing for the LSAT (Law School
Admissions Test), MCAT (Medical College Admissions Test),
GMAT (Graduate Management Admissions Test), and GRE
(Graduate Records Exam) can take a practice test, learn test~
taking strategies, and receive a detailed computer analysis of
their performance.
The exams will be administered free of charge, under simulated test conditions.
Kaplan offers the test drive as a public service to students.
Those interested in participating can resen·e a space by calling
1-800-KAP-TEST.
staff report

Las Madres .speak at XU
Two Argentinian women
from the organization of the
MothersoftheDisappearedwill
be speaking on Monday, Feb.
27 at2 p.m. in theXU'.fheatre.
Las Madres de la Plaza de
Mayo is an internationallyknown organization of mothers of the disappeared during
the "dirty war" after the 1976
coup in Argentina. Estimates
of the dead and disappeared
from this period range as high
as 30,000.
These mothers marched in
front of the presidential palace
every Thursday during the
height of the dictatorship, demanding the release of their
sons or daughters in captivity.
The women's group still
'marches every Thursday and
has a monthly newspaper.

They will also soon publish a
hook with the names of those
who have been identified as
torturers in the Argentinian
dictatorship.
In addition, the mothers
have provided a center for
finding information about
someone who has disappeared. They have not come
to the United States since the
1980s in protest of US government human rights policies.
Xavier groups sponsoring
the event include the Spanish Club, Office of Religious
Development, Programs for
Peace and Justice, Scholars
Program, the Student Activities Council, Amnesty International and Pax Christi.
•tafT report

Want to be a senator?
Students wishing to run for senators ·of the Student
Government Association must attend one of the following
mandatory meetings for registration and instructions:
Tuesday, Feb. 28 4-5 p.m.
6-7 p.m. OKI Room
Wednesday, :March 1 4-5 p.m.,
6-7 p.m. Regis Room
Questions should he directed to elections chairperson, Angie Verkamp in the Senate Office at 745-4250 ..
by Virginia Sutcliffe
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Candidates dUkeit Out
BY VmclNIA SUTCLIFFE
AND

AMY HELM~

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
Election day is here and the
candidates are ready.
This year, there are two sets of
candidates running for the Student Government Association
Executive Election, the ticket of
Damon Jones, Peter Owendoff
and Amy Johiiston and the ticket
of David Dohelhoff, Benjamin
Dunlap and Michael Miller.
A debate was held in the basement of Brockman Residence Hall
Tuesday evening where both tickets got a chance to talk about their
plans and ideas for the future.
Presidential candidate Da~d
Dobelhoff has plans to make students aware of the student senate
and to put more money into student activities.·
"We plan to put more money
into student activities. I have
heard suggestions from many students to get more activities on
campus," said Dohelhoff.
Other ideas from this ticket
include cutting the excess from
the budget, concentrating on offcampus security and getting personally involved with the students.
Presidentialcandidate Damon
Jones, who is currently legislative
vice president of SGA, has plans
to create a new student hook exchange.

"I think that the students get
the shaft when it comes to huying
books from the bookstore. This
program will enable students to
buy books from each other~" said
Jones.
Other plans incll;lde in~reas
ing multicultural programming,
increasing financial accountability of the association, expanding
opportunities for service in the
local community and responding
to the students' needs and concerns.
"I think a big problem is that
studentsdon'tknowwhotheleaders are. We need more interaction between the students and the
leaders. SGA has an enormous
voice on this campus and if we use
it together, there could be real
change," said Jones.
Each of the candidates for administrative vice president were
asked what they would do to improve the student activities offered on campus.
Johnston stated she would like
to see more student input which
could he achieved through surveys and questionnaires. Additionally, she said the lack of a
inajorspringconcertforthisyear
was made up for with other spring
events planned by the Student
Activities' Council.
Dunlap said he would like to
see activities improved by gearingmoreevents towards commut-

ers~ Specifically, he mentioned
the possib~ties .of a paint-hall
weekend and a laser light show.
The ticket of Dobelhoff,
Dunlap and Miller also discussed
the salary given to the executive
officers. They smd that if elected,
they would drastically reduce this
amount and use it toward their
tuition as a sort of. scholarship
rather than such a large salary.
"When we decided to run, we
had no idea these were paid positions. We think this is a great
waste ofmoney. Why should three
pe~ple share $11,000 when many
clubs don't even get $1000? It's
not right to take that money from
the students," said Dohelhoff.
The candidates were also asked
about their feelings on the future
of The Newswire. ·
Owendoff eXpressed displeasure at the way The Newswire is
currently being run and said he
sees a need to re-examine the future ofthe student-run paper.
"I don't think The Newswire
is really serving the studen ts," he
said.
Dunlap on the other hand, said
instead of criticizing the paper,
he would like to work with The
Newswire to keep students informed. Thiswouldincludeprinting the SGA budget in the paper
so students are aware about what
their money is being spent on.

There is more than just power at stake for the candidates for -the executive board. Next
year's student government president will receive a salary of $4,400. The legislative and
administrative vice presidents will be given $3,340 each. This money will be paid in six
stipends throughout the year. In addition, these three elected officers will receive a swmner
stipend of $1,000 each.

Last year's annuals lagging
-

BY JEFF DAVIS
THE XA\TIER NEWSWIRE
Almost half way through the
1995 spring semester,' Xavier
graduates from last year still don't
have their 1993-1994 yearbook.
· The Afus!.·eteer 'Annual usually comes out in mid-October of
the following school year., The '93'94 yearbook isn't expected to he
out until the first of April.
Director of Student Activities,
Dave Coleman said the nearly six
month delay is due to two reasons.
"The first is that we opted to
accommod.atestudents whodidn 't
have their pictures taken at. the

end oflas~ year. Since this is such the current· yearbook editor,
a small school, we wanted to wait ,. Stephanie Boyers, to finis~ the
so that almost everyone could get '93-'94 yearbook. Coleman said
their picture in," Coleman said.
the last segment of the late yearColeman cited last year's year- books is being completed and will
book staff as the second reason he sent to the publisher within the
for the delay.
next couple of weeks.
"There were adn1inistrntive
Royers said The Musketeer
technicalities in last year's staff Annualfor the current school year
that put us in this situation," will he out as scheduled and there
Coleman said.
are no problems in production.
Seniors pay $26 for a yearStudents who are not seniors
book and that does not cover the can purchase 1994-95 yearbooks
cost to produce the book.
for $35. The late year books are
The yearbook staff receives targeted to he out by April 1 and
funds from the student govern- this year's annual will be out in
ment association and from October. Students interested hi
fundraisers they hold every yea1·. pm·chasing y~arhooks can conThe advisor for the yearbook, tact the yearbook office at 745Anne Kindt, is coordinating with ~221.
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Security
Notes
Mon., Feb. 13, 9:25 11.m.-Tues.,
Feb. 14, 8:20 a.m.
A 1995 red Jeep parked in the North
Lot sustained damage to the driver's
side door. The door and the door frame
were bent.

"Bring Snapple back to campus and
bring back the boat dance."

"All I really care about is housing."
Mall Nogle
sophomore

Matt Hans
junior

"First, get the housing issue
settled. I don't think it's fair the
university left juniors and seniors
out in the cold."··
Steven Baker
freshman

Tues., Feb. 14, 10 a.m.
A former Xavier student was escorted
from the University Center for exhibiting threatening-type behavior.

"To remember that their jobs are
about people and not the administration and beauracracy."
Scan O'Brien
sophomore

....

'

"Listen to what the people have to
say and find some housing for next
year. I also wish they could bring back
peanut butter-chocolate ice cream in
the caf."
Pamela Leahigh
junior

"Talk to the cafeteria people.
That's all I have to say."

=.

a

~
.:;

Tues., Feb. 16, 11:30 a.m.
A female student was approached by a
male on the corner of· Herald and
Ledgcwood. The man patted his pants
pocket and the student believes the
man was carrying a gun in the pocket.
The man went on his way and the student reported the event to Safety and
Security.

~ lfyou have any information regard§ ing these cninesplease callSafety and
0
e. Security at X-1000.
1:
compiled by Jeff DnYis
L-~~~~~~~~~~_.,;.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ i L-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-'
Chris· Smith
sophomore

r-~--------~----~~-~~---~~~-~------1

HOW TO GET STUFF· CHEAPER.
(WITHOUT POSING AS A SENIOR CITIZEN.)

Check expiration dates.
If it's going bad tomorrow, it's
probably_ on sale today.

Look for product flaws.
I .

A scratch or a missing button means
bargain _sav_ing?
at the r~gister.
-....
~.·

·-'.

·,

Go generic •.
Same as name brands, without the
cartoon mascots.

Buy in. bulk. with friends.
Connect the leftover boxes to make
a human Habitrail.®

Use a Citibank Classic card.
If you find out you didn't pay the lowest
price, Citibank Price Protection can pay
you back up to $150.*
•Naturally, conditions and exclusions apply. Learn all
about it when you become a cardmember.

I
I
I
I
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Combating hunger
BY J~E M. LAHEY

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
A tidal wave of people is about
to hit Cincinnati in an attempt to
clean up problems of hunger and
homelessness.
Over 200 Xavier students and
faculty will join in the 11th annual Hunger Cleanup on Saturday, April 1, from 9:30 a.m. to 1
p.m. They will volunteer their
time and energy at over 15 sites
around Cincinnati to perform
community service and raise
money for the needy.
Senior Matt Harley last year
washed the pews and floor of St.
Leo's Church along with other
_members of the Physics Cluh.
"We did the kinds of things you
take for granted in your own parish," Harley said. "But this
church hadn't been cleaned in a
year. It's pretty poor, and I've
heard they're now without a pastor."
"The Hunger Cleanup educates participants about hunger
and homelessness and what can
he do~e about them," said Benjamin Urmston, S.J., Xavier's
Director of Programs in Peace

and Justice. "The
project takes students
out of the 'ivory to~er'
ofstudentisolation and
injects them into the
worldofthehungryand
the homeless."
The Service Fellows, a group of scholarship students who
provide Whours of service each
week at local agencies, have organized Xavier's Hunger Cleanup
since 1993.
"Our goal this year is to increase the number of students
participating," said student coordinator Emily Willson, "but we
also want to get more faculty involved."
The Hunger Cleanup has two
main objectives beyond the actual work· that gets done at the
sites.
The primary objective is to
create a positive experience that
exposes a large number of participants to volunteering. "We
want to let people see how many
opportunities are out there," said
Willson. "We hope to get more
people involved in long-term volunteering."

The secondary objective
is to raise funds for local
andnationalcharities. Volunteers have the option .of
getting individual sponsorships from friends, professors and neighbors. .
Other contributions
may be sent to Xavier's
Dorothy Day House, with
checks made payable to
Xavier Pax Christi.
The Service Fellows, led by
junior Willson, decided to give 50
percent of the proceeds to the
Family NurturingCenterofKentucky, a child abuse prevention
agency, and 50 percent to. the
National Student Campaign
Against
Hunger
and
.Ho01elessness, which sponsors the
national Hunger Cleanup.· There
the money will be divided among
domestic education, trainingpro-

grams and international efforts
to end hunger.
. One hundred fifty schools ·
around .the country join in the ·
national Hunger Cleanup, but the
Xavier has chosen to participate
on a separate day so Cincinnati
agencies are not flooded with students from all four area colleges.
Anyone who would like_ to participate as a driver, volunteer or

sponsor can sign up at registratjon tables around campus next
week .. Those interested can also
call J~el Tantalo at 985-8622
through March. 3, the last day
before spring break.
·Volunteers and drivers will
meet in the University Center
near the -Information Desk,
where· a light breakfast will be
provided, at 9:30 a.m.

Panel to discuss the dangers of alcohol
BY JEFF DAVIS
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
A group of Xavier students,
in cooperation with Safety and
Security, are holding a panel
discussion on acute alcohol
intoxication Monday, Feb. 27
at 9 p.m. in The Downunder.
The event was organized by
the Residence Hall Association
after members of the organization watched two amhulances
to Brockman Hall to transport students to the hospital for
alcohol related incidents.
Tara Burke, President of the
Residence Hall Association
said, "People think they are
just getting drunk, but in some
instances they are poisoned by
the alcohol."
· The discussion will focus on
· what student~ can do to avoid
such instances, what the signs
are of alcohol poisoning and
what people can do when
someone has fallen victim to
alcohol poisoning.

go

. . . . .jl'~

Several members of the
medical and the law enforcement community will be on
hand to answer questions from
the audience. Scheduled to
:.::::::::· :;.;-::· :;:;:::::::::: ::·::::::::·::::::: ::-::.::: :::::::::::::: ·=·:·:;::;::::- ::..
...
.
l![1:;rn: ;~: ; ; ~
attend are: Greg Fiebig, Crime
Prevention Officer for Xavier
Safety and Security; an expert
from St. Luke's Hospital
Detoxication Center; Assistant
Fire Chief Dennis Stevens from
the Anderson County Fire
.· UW?s office ofthe AssoCi~
Department; and a Xavier
rerfliitd~ stud~ri.t.~
d.ririk ~te De~ri:()r Sthd~llt~ ~lhcrespon~iliiy. .
.· .· ;. ..· · .• gin ~el1~i.<>~itthe. ca~ds in
"When someone's roommate . student who has sufferedfrom
· LastDecenibcr,lJWjw1~ · March,J1opjiJg toreach stu~
comes home, the person doesn'~ acute alcohol intoxication.
"Students need to be
ior. Marc Dyhdahl drank ·der~li;sfrortlybeforc they head
know if they are just drunk or if
something needs too be done for . ~formed of the dangers of
hi~nself to death
his 2lst
to the bars:to' c~lehrate their
the·person," Burke said.
a~ute alcohol intoxication,
. bfrthd~y. Aton~ po~~t; he
2l~thirthday ~··
said a
A pamphlet put out by the
we've had too many students
h~dconsunwdl<h_o 12 shots ... statement.about Dyhdahl's.
going to the hospital because of
··.·.of alcohol hi: fo~s th.an an
Alcoholism and Drug Abuse
d~athis in~liidediri the ca~d. .
Council of Nebraska describes
alcohol intoxication," Fiebig
·. h~urori thenjght&(hl~birth~ ·
the symptoms of acute alcohol
intoxication as unconsciousness
or semi-unconsciousness,
irregular respiration, or.
clammy, pale, or bluish skin ..
Monday's discussion will deal
with what to do if these signs are .
.··.
l/;:;;).'.'fr.;
')//.> ·\ .;: .·
.·· ... ··.·.. ·.···.· .···..;.
::~.•.: _.·•:. ,.:.·.·.:..:·.:::: =?:·::'.· :::::·::J/: .· :-:-··. :\ ·=:::::.::.: ::;.)}/'.~ ·..::·:.:..:::··::·::-.:···
,.• ::·;:·: ~.:··.. ·::·:.:. ,.···
shown by peers.
,· ·.••.·.·· •.• .· ..•..·•. ·. ·•• ::. :.: •. •' •, ...... •·.·.
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XAVIER UNIVERSITY.• OFFICE OF RESIDENCE LIFE• 1995 HOUSING SELECTION
~is infonnation provides deadlines and the basic details concerning the 1995 Room/

Apartment Selection Process·. Ifyou plan to live on campus for the 1995-1996 academic year,
it is important that you thoroughly read this material. Please do not be afraid to ask any
Residence Life staff member if you have any questions. A compete packet containing all
housing information is available at the Office of Residence Life (x3203) and at the
Village Office (x4998).
What is the On Campus Housing Requirement?
Housing policy states "all unmarried freshmen and sophomore students, not residing with
their legal guardian; or whose home addresses are located beyond a 35 mile radius from
Xavier, are required to live on campus". A current freshman who desires to move off campus
must complete an Off Campus Housing Application by March 13, 1995. Due to the.high
demand for on- campus housing, a limited number of current freshmen who desire to move
offcampus will be granted permission to do so on a first come, first serve basis by the Director
of Residence Life. This application is available from the Office of Residence Life. Written
approval from a parent or guardian is required and must be submitted with the application.
Current sophomores and juniors are not required to live on campus next year, therefore it is
not necessary for them to request permission to move off campus.
What do I need to do to reserve on campus housing?
A room/apartmentdepositof$200 is required to participate in the Room/Apartment Selection
Process. This fee must be PAID TO THE BURSAR by Friday, March 17, 1995. Please take
the attached Housing Reservation Card to the Bursar's Office (Room 135 Alter Hall) to be
stamped when you pay the deposit. Return the stamped housing reservation card to the Office
of Residence Life and pick a lottery number. You may pay your deposit and pick a lottery
number between February 20.and March 17, 1995. Both the Bursar's Office and the Office
ofResidenceLife are open from 8:30 AM to 5:00 PM, Monday through Friday. Students must
complete this part of the process in person (no proxies allowed). Students who fail to comply
with the above deadlines will not be allowed to participate in the housing selection process
until all other current on-campus students have secured housing.

.
What do I need to bring with me to the housing selection process?
Your XU l.D. and your roommate(s). If a roommate cannot attend due to a class conflict, the
absent student must completely fill out a proxy form and provide his/her XU I.D. to a
roommate. Proxy fonns are available in the Office of Residence Life and the Village Office.
How can I see an apartment?
Open Houses are scheduled at the following times: Sunday, February 19 from 2-4 PM for
the Village (meet at the Multi Purpose Room) and Monday, February 20 from I :30- 2:45 pm
for 1019 Dana and the Link Complex (meet at the front door of University Apartments).
What are the costs for living on-campus next year?
The following rates are charges per semester unless otherwise noted:
Husman, Kuhlman or Brockman Halls ......................... Double $1,380;
Husman Triple $1,100; Brockman/Kuhlman Triple ...... $1,050
New Hall ...................................................................... Double $1,460; Single $1,530
Technology Fee (All residents except 1019 Dana) ........ $50
Damage Deposit (All Halls) .......................................... $100
Damage Deposit (All Apts.) .... :.................................... $200
•note: one time charge
Xavier Village .............................................................. Two Bedroom Apartment $1,460
Four Bedroom Apartment $1,610
University Apartments .................................................. $480/month
Manor House Apart~ents ............................................. $415/month
1019 Dana Apartments ................................................. $440/month
Meal Plans ............... :.................................................... 9 + $175 Meal Plan $1, 145
14+ $100 Meal Plan $1,145
19 Meal Plan $1,215

What ifl end up on a waiting· list for housing?
No current freshman who participates in the process as outlined will be on a waiting list. We
How is my class status deten11ined for the purposes of the room/apartment selection? anticipate that some current upperclass and graduate students on campus as well as offClass standing will be based on the number of credit hours as established by the Registrar - campus and commuter students will be on a waiting list due to the high demand for on-campus
Freshmen: 1-23 credit hours, Sophomores: 24-54credit hours and Juniors/Seniors: 55+credit housing. The waiting list will be established and managed according to the lottery numbers
drawn by on-campus upperclass and graduate students. The waiting list for off-campus and
·
hours by 12/94.
·
·
'.:;,···commuter
students will be established based on the order in which students make a request
What if I want a single space?
for
housing
according to the enclosed housing selection schedule. Every effort will be made
·
Leases in the Manor House and 1019 Dana may be leased by 1 or 2 occupants by current
to
accommodate
students on the waiting list. As vacancies occur after the room/selection
sophomores and juniors only. No single spaces are available in other facilities. No single buy
housing
assignments
will be offered to students on the waiting list. Communication
process,
outs of double spaces will be allowed in order to maximize the space available.
regarding one's status on the waiting list will occur on a monthly basis.
PLEASE NOTE:· 1be Office of Residence Life will house approximately the same number of juniors and seniors next year as are being housed this year.

1995 ROOM/APARTMENT SELECTION SCHEDULE
Feb.20-March 17
$200 reservation deposit due to the Bursar Office. (Be sure to have
your Housing Reservation Cardstamped by the Bursar.) T~e stamped housing reserv'ation
card to the Office ofResidence Life and pick your lottery number during regular office hours,
Monday through Friday.
·
Same Apartment Sign-Up 5:00 -10:00 PM
Tuesday, March 21
Village Multi-Puipose Room.··. THis YEAR ONLY!
Arrive promptly according t~ this schedule: .
1019 Dana and the Link Complex· 5:00 PM
Village #48-56. . . 6:00 PM
Village #39-47
6:30 PM.
Village #31-38.
7:00 PM .
Village #23-30
: 7:30 PM ·
Village#15-22
8:00PM
Village#7-14.
8:30PM
Village #1-6
. 8:45 PM .

Wednesday, March 29 Current Sophomore/Junior /Senior/Graduate Selection
5:00 -7:00 PM, Tucker's Lounge, Brockman Hall

Wednesday, March 22
Special Interest Housing Sign-Up 4:00 - 7:30 PM
Triples - 4.:00 PM in Tucker's Lounge ·
Honors/Study Wings - .5:00 J>M in Tucker's Lounge
Full Scholarship Students - 6:30 PM in Tucker's Lounge ..

Tuesday, March 28 Current Freshmen Room Selection
·
Tucker's Lounge, Brockman Hall

Arrive promptly according to lowest lottery number:
5:00- 5:30 PM numbers 1- 50
5:30- 6:00PM numbers 51-100
6:00 - 6:30 PM numbers 101-150
6:30- 7:00PM numbers l:Sl-200
7:00 - 7:30 PM numbers 201-300
7:30 - 7:45 PM numbers 301-400
7:45- 8:00PM numbers401-500
8:00 - 8: 15 PM numbers 501-600

5:00 - 8: 15PM

NO ROOM/APARTMENT CHANGES WILL BE MADE UNm
TWO.WEEKS AFTER THE FALL SEMESTER BEGINS.

Arrive promptly according to lowest lottery number:
numbers 1-50
5:00 - 5:30 PM
numbers 51 -100
5:30 - 6:00 PM
numbers 101 - 150
6:00- 6:15 PM
numbers 150 - 200
6:1~ - 6:30 PM
numbers 200- 300
6:30 - 6:45 PM
numbers 300 - 400
6:45 - 7:00 PM

Thun.-Friday,
Man:b 30 • 31 Commuter, Off-Campus and Late Sign-Up 9AM -4:30PM
The Office of Residence Life, Tucker's Lounge
During this phase, current commuter and.off-campus students as well as residence
students who failed to go through the process, will select a space. Students in this phase will
be assisted on a first come, first serve basis.
..
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Leave· bacon where
it belongs

ERSPECllVES
Make time, enjoy life
BY ERIN LAHEY
GUEST COLUMNIST

The other day I was gruntbling to a friend
about how much work I have to do next week.
"Well, atleastthe weekend is almost here,"
he replied.
"The weekend!" I exclaimed. "Who cares
about the weekend? It won't change all the
things I have to do."
When I reflected on that conversation
later, I felt sorry for being so ungrateful.
What I had said was true. The weekend·
wouldn't take away any of my school work,
but thinking about it in those terms was really
defeating the purpose of a weekend anyway.
So I might as well have just gone from Friday
right into Monday.
,
I'd like to remind everyone of an often
neglected piece of wisdom found in the Old
Testament. God commanded us to keep holy
the Sabbath.
I don't think God put that one in there to
bore us to tears one day a week. , I think He
really knew we'd need it.
Consider the fast pace and the huge
workload so many of us have to keep up with.
One day a week where we don't "profane" the
day by doing work - or even thinking about

what needs to be done - is necessary to
keep some sanity.
That one day a week is a great time to
enjoy friends or family, play outside,
catch up on one of your favorite activities
or take a field trip somewhere without
feeling guilty. Not only can you enjoy
some stress-free fun, but you just might
find you' re getting more done during the
week because you can see an end,"or at
least a break, in sight. When the new
work-week rolls into sight, you can face it
refreshed, with.. renewed energy and a
better attitude.
·
Most of us can relate to some vacation
or other where we really'didn 't have anything to do and just slept in and watched
T.V. for a whole week or more. We get
pretty restless when we 're idle too long. I
guess it takes about six days of labor to
really feel good about having accompliShed
something and enjoy that· well-earned,
once a week rest.
The next time you dread the start of
another busy week, take a good look at
your attitude. Hard work can bring a
real satisfaction, we need to take a rest in
order to refresh ourselves and to remember that life is worth living.

Were you aware that the people you are going to

be voting for in the upcoming executive ticket elections here at Xavier are going to he paid to do their
jobs?
It seems that many people were not aware of this
fact until David Dobelhoff,Ben Dunlap and Michael
Miller ann~unced they would give up a lilrge portion
of this stipend if elected.
The eye-catching truth is quite amazing as the
student government president receives over $5,000
in return for his or her duties. The two vicepresidents take home somewhere around $4,000 for
their tedious duties. Collectively, our top three
Student Government.officals will end up costing us
over $14,000.
With so much money up for grabs, you might
want to think over your vote a little more carefully.
It would be nice to see these positions filled by
students with no desi~e for the money that comes
along with it. Good luck to the service-minded
candidates; your intentions are solidly grounded.
-M.C.W.

Eight days a week, 11l·luhhhv you
BY SEUTA Rms

!Feoroary

with too many innuendos (Seriously, heartshaped
"Luv Cuffs" are all the rage this seaTm: XAVIER NEWSWIRE
son!)
There is a ray of hope in this ring of love·.::,.
'
Love, exciting and new ... come aboard;
struck despair. True love is alive and well in
we re expecting you.
the world today. Don't wait until Hallmark
- Love Boat theme song
affirms your right to show the one you love (or
like or lust or whatever) ho_wyou feet Give him
The wake of the biggest Hallmark holiday,
or her flowers for no reason. Write a little love
Valentine's Day, leaves some people feeling
note. Drl)p do~ ~n your knees and thank
special and loved- and others feeling bitter
your lucky stars thatthe~an or woman of.your
and lonely.
.
.
It just never seems to be as perfect as it should dreams is right there beside you!
Those "lucky" people who areone~half of have.been.
.
.
· I know that many people do not believe in
One of the greatest dilemmas is what to give True Love. Most people think you find somea couple spend countless hours and immense
effort to make that one day representative of as .a gift. If you are involved in a serious one you love, .settle down, breed arid live out
wondrous feeliiigs of love (or like-a-lot or relationship,everythingatthestoreseemstrite, the rest of your days moderately happy and
lust, whichever shoe fits) that simply do .not cheesy and unrepresentative of the intense feei~ relatively content. But I don 'tthink so .. I know
have the appropriate showcase all the other ings your lover and you share.
you can he happy .~th any one of a great
days of the year. Couples who bicker. and
If you are in the early and formative stages number ~f people with wh~m you are compatof a relationship, everything seems too signifi- ihle, but there is one person out there for
fight constantly suddenly grow sappy and
emotional and put aside all differences for
cant. (Will he think I'm being too forward if I everyone who can make your heart burst into
·
buy him the red teddy bear? Maybe I should flames, send your soul rocketing toward outer
this one special day. Or do they?,·
Some of the biggest fights I've witnessed just buy him the Val-U-Pak of.~in.) .
.. space and tur~ your brain into tofu.
Don't worry, because no matt.er what you_
When, and if, you are lucky enough to find
between my parents, my siblings and their
buy, it's almost c.er~in to he inappropriate. ·. thisperson(orm~ybeyoualreadyhave),don't
spouses, and my friends and their lovers
have happened either on or. hecaus.e of This happens because the.only dilemma worse .wait for a holiday to "I love you." It will mean
Valentine's Day.
. than what to give as a gift is how to feel about more if the greeting card industry does not
Somehow or another, someone fouled up what you receive as a gift. Almost everything . prod you to show your emotions. Displays of
and missed an essential detail which would seems too cheap (C'mon, baby, I bought you affection do not have to be expensive; they just
have made Valentine's Day the perfect day.
theplasticrose 'cuzitwilllastforever!)orlad~n have to come from the heart.
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Accounts Receivable
Julie Korte
Tlit! Xauit!r New1wfre i1 publi1hed
throu1houl the 1chool year, except during vacation •nd final eum1_1 by the 1tudenla or Xavier Univer1ity I 3800 Victory
Porkw1y, Cincinnati, OH- 45207-2129.
The 1tatement.1 and opinion• ofT.\eo
Xavier NftD1"1ir~ are not nece11arily
.. thoae of the 1tudent body, f•culty, or
1dminillration of Xavier. Stacemenll
and opinion• of columni1u do not nece111arily reflect thoae of the editor•
or 1eneral 1taff.
Subacription ntra are 930/ye•r or 9151
1emeater within the USA and are pronted, Suh1criplion inquirie. 1hould be
direcled to Andrew Wade, Bu1ine11
Manager (513°745°3130). Adverti1ing
inquiriea 1hould be directed to Carole
McPhillip1, Adverti1ing Manager (513·
745-3561).
Xavier Univer•hy i1 an audemic
community committed to equal op·
portunity for all per1on1 re1ardlc11 of
a1e, 1ex, race, religion, handic1p 1 or
nation•! origin.
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Dreams, hard work grant hOop dreams
BY Al.AN DUUN ·
'GUEST COUJMNIST

In June of 1990, I met an individuai who became a
good friend to me and many others ..I met a guy who,
at one time, was not sure of himself or his capabilities,
and this is where I begin my story.
·
·
Late summer nights, Brian and I would sit up
talking about life. The discussion would always
culminate to the topic, "Do you think I'm good
enough to play.basketball?"( see Tuesday's Sports
· page in The Cincinnati Enquirer). I would tell him
how long his arms were or how tall he waS--things he
already knew.
When he heard me out and became comfortable
with these factS, he would talk about having faith in
himself and God. Eventually, he or I would always
say "Night, John-Boy", laugh, and then fall into a
deep sleep.
One night, when having the same discussion, it
occurred to me what was really going on inside of
Brian's head and heart. Brian already knew he h~d ·
long _arms and he knew he was tall, compared to most
people, but he wanted me to confirm what he already
knew. The problem with that was, he was the only
person who could put his doubts to rest. He knew he
was to become a b11sketball player because Xavier
recruited him. Xavier told him he was good enough
to play.
.· Brian told nie that when he was in high school he
grew about eight inches during one summer,' and that·
this was when he heard his calling to play basketball.

Now that he was on a Division I team he had to
have self-confidence, even when he injured his knee;
to reach his potential and his dream-the NBA.
I would sometimes say to Brian, "Your dreams
an.d goals are like the wind: sometimes you may not
see them, hut you know that they are obtainable ·
because you can feel them. The best way to reach
them is through your imagination where you can keep
them alive."
I personally reflect on three people in history while
I am on destiny's road. Moses, like Bijan, had to
hear his call in life. Moses was to tell the Pharaoh to
let the Lord's people go. Although Moses was not
sure of himself at the time, or why God chose him to
perform such a task, Moses heard his call and went
anyway.
Jesus had a confidence in God when he slowly died
on the cross. He knew that all the pain and suffering
he was going through would soon pay off. Like Jesus,
you must have confidence in yourself and what you
are doing, believing that the struggle's end will he all
that you planned.
.
Martin Luther King, Jr. had a dream. This dream
directed him through all the da.rk and stormy days of
his life. Although Martin could not always see the
road he trudged, he knew he was ·on it, for he could
feel the dirt of injustice under his feet.
So like Martin and Brian, you must use your
dreams to guide you through even the most impo·ssible
conditions.
'
No matter what you become, you will he great at it
because you enjoy it.

Iffalls your lot-tocarrytooneextremeto be a street sweeper, set out to sweep the
street like Michaelangelo painted pictures.
Set out to sweep the streets like Beethoven
composed musk. Set out to sweep the
streets like Shakespeare wrote poetry. Set
out to sweep the streets so well that all the
host of heaven and earth will have to pause
and say, 'Here lived a great street sweeper
who swept his job well.'
If you can't be a pine on the top of the
hill, be a scrub in the valley, but be the best
little scrub on the side of the reel. It isn't by
size that you win or fail; be the best at
whatever you are. If I was so tall as to reach
the Poles or grasp the ocean at a span, I must
be measured by my soul; the mind is a
standard of the man. And so my message to
the young people is simply this-keep on
keeping on. Study hard, even if it means
studying late hours. Realize that
Longfellow was right-the heights great
men reached and kept were not obtained
by sudden flight, but they, while their companions slept, were toiling upward in the
night.

. -Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr..

Letters to the editor .

Support our
supportei;s
It has come to our attention that the XU
Cheerleaders get no funding at.all from the
Xavier Athletic Department. If they want
to travel to any away games (excluding
post-season tournaments) or buy any new
uniforms or shoes, they have to raise the
money themselves.
For example, the shoes they're wearing
now are basketball shoes, the exact same
kind that th~ women's basketball team is
weariitg. They should have the approved
cross trainers that other cheerleading
squads across the country wear. Also,
they were not able to attend and cheer on
the Musketeers at last Saturd.ay's monumental 88-75 victory at George Washington University, because they had to stay
here in Cincinnati to work at an alumni
function to raise money' so they can continue to function for the rest of the school
year.
We feel that the ~thletic Department is
shirking its responsibility to fund the cheerleaders, and should either put-up or quit

telling the cheerleaders what to do. If the

XU Athletic Department continues to not
fundthem,theMuskieCheerleadersshould
become an offical club organization so
they can receive funding from Student
Government and be able to continue in a
professional manner, cheering on every
Xavier University athletic team to victory
in the future.
·

B. Sehulmeister
F. Timoney
J. Docal
C. Kohets
J. Jackson
N. O'Keefe
M. Femandez

D. Nocella
R. Cox
J. Tantalo
M. Whitehead.
D. Yungbluth
S. Brugger
M. DiNicola

Ed. note: It shouldbe notedthat not aU
student senators siRne</ the above letter.

Unde~tanding
pr~life points
Jesse Lahey recently wrote "~ose life
is more valuable?" [ XavkrNewswire, Feb.
8], promoting peace and understanding
betwee~ opposing views on abortion. In
response, Glory McLaughlin and Stephanie
M~es wrote "T~king a close look at pro-life

rhetoric" [Xavkr Newswire, Feb. 15], in
which they accuse Lahey of promoting "a
rhetoric of hatred." I hope that I can
clarify any misunderstandings between
viewpoints.
In his column, Lahey attempted to reach
both pro-life and pro-choice readers by
compariDg a preborn baby and an abortionist. A key point of his column is aU
human life is intrinsically v8Iuable for the
very fact that it is human life.
The statement Ms. McLaughlin and Ms.
Moes reacted to was: "It doesn't take long
for him [the doctor performing abortions]
to rack up more deaths than the worst mass
murderers on death row." Before any
assumptions or implications are drawn,
let's look carefully at this statement in light
of the author's intent.
Pro-lifers believe when an abortion is
performed, a human life is needlessly and
painfully destroyed. They feel this is murder, plain and simple, and the abortionist
is directly responsible for this death.
Lahey, who opposes the death penalty,
was trying to demonstrate that violence
against abortionists is never justified and
is as detrimental as the violence against a
preborn child.

According to Lahey, both the preborn
child and the abortionist are unique individuals developing at varying stages of life.
It is important for pro-choicers to recognize the baby as an individual person although still at the beginning of his or her
life, just as pro-lifers need to see an abortionist as a whole person who loves and
lives an average life outside the abortion
clinic.
Neither is perfect, because humankind
is not; the baby will eventually err, just as
we "post-horn" humans do. The doctor is
important as a healer and· is loved by
family and friends. The child is loved, too.
Her parents are often in a stressful situation where they cannot easily accommodate the baby. I might add that, according
to the National Committee for Adoption,
there are also two million couples on waiting lists in America who are yearning to
adopt and love this child.
Lahey closed by saying, "People on
both sides of this issue must respect each
other and value the lives of everyone involved." We must love both persons un. conditionally in an effort to achieve a peaceful end to abortion.
Angela Meyer
Students for Life
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PORTS
BY JASON BECK

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
Is it an upset when your team shatters a school scoring record
and doesn't finish first?
The question may be moot for Xavier rifle coach Alan Joseph,
whose second-ranked Musketeers set a new all-time mark of 1,552
points in the air rifle at the Big Three Classic. Though they beat
11th-ranked hosts Murray State, a total score of 6,151 was still not
· enough to topple fourth-ranked Kentucky.
. The eight-point win was revenge for the Wildcats, who lost at
Xavier by less than 50 points four weeks earlier.
Junior Jason Parker· and sophomore Andrea Lorenz finished
first and second in pacing the air rifle competition with 394 and 389
points, respectively, out of 400. Senior Bill Caldwell tied for fifth
with a 386 score, while fellow senior Kathleen Kenyon placed 10th
at383.
Parker also led the Muskies in the smallbore competition with a
second-place 1168 out of a possible 1200 score, while senior Jill
Caldwell posted fourth-best with 1147. Lorenz and Caldwell also
placed seventh and 10th.
Despite the loss, the air rifle squad has already qualified for the
NCAA.Championships at the U.S. Naval Academy March 2-4.
Kenyon, Lorenz, and Parker will be representing the Musketeers
in both air rifle and smallbore, where Caldwell was also selected as
an alternate.
Before that, however, the Muskies will push their 10-2 regular
season recor~ aside to compete at the Wes tern Conference Championships this Saturday at Purdue.
CLUB HOCKEY SUFFER SETBACKS: With a comparatively
successful second-year season, th!'l Xavier Ice hockey program
suffered a bout of growing pains the past two.weeks against older
chm hockey brethren.
The squad, though overmatched at Indiana University on Feb.
10-11, was able to keep their offensive firepower lit in 9-3 and 113 losses. The Hoosiers arc ranked third in the nation amona club
"
teams.
After opening their final home weekend against Ball State with
a 9-1 loss Friday night, Xavier impressed the Icelands crowd with
three first-period goals. All were keyed by forward JeffAssenmacher,
who stole a pass near mid-ice and skated in for a top-corner wrist
shot and score. He tallied a second breakaway goal two minutes
later, then fed Mavridgolou with a pass from behind the net for a 30 lead.
A pair of controversial calls set the club reeling in the second
period. A Xavier goal midway through the period was called off by
a Ball State penalty> which the Cardinals overcame on a shorthanded goal thirty seconds later to tie the garrie at three. A
questionable Ball State goal later tied the game again and sent the
Cardinals soaring in a 9-5 Xavier defeat.
.
Xavier newcomer Tommy Moran was a Jone bright spot in the
last half of the game. Moran collected a dump-in pass on the
rebounded for a second-period goal, then assisted Steve Snyder on
a 3-on-l breakaway in the third.
General manager Chris Koebbe cited 18 penalty minutes as a
tragic flaw,hut not too bad for a freshman-dominated team. "It's
a lot better team than last season," he said, "but I think it's a slow
process of becoming what should be a very great team."
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XU chills out in the capital

Rifle shatters record
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Submilled by Juon Beck
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BY KIPP

HANLEY

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
. TheXavier men's hoops team
stepped into the "Foggy
Bottom"ofWashington,D.C. this
past weekend with a 20-3 record
and a chip on their shoulder.
Forty minutes later, Xavier had
waxed the highly touted George ,
Washington Colonials of the At~
Jantic-10,88-75,leavingthehometown fans out in the co]d.
"We were real focused today,
said senior guard Jeff Massey.
The Muskies blistered the nets
in the first half, sh?oting 50
percent from the fie}d and 66
percent from beyond~ the threepoint arc. After trading'baskets
with the Colonials for the first 15
minutes, Xavier appeared to he
in for a highly-contested matchup.
However, with the score 30-28
George Washington, the Muskies
went on a rampage, outscormg
the Colonia1s 24-5 the rest of the
. opening period.
~
"Youcan'tgetbehindonany- ~
body that" good, that early, and -:
expeetto win," said Colonial head
coach Mike Jarvis.
""
.
I
Senior center Larry Sykes was Senior JejJ'Massey throws it down with authority against the W1:ight
simply outstanding once again. State Raiders on Feh.22. He led aU scorers with21points.
Sykes manhandled the Colollials
inthepaint,scoringl9pointsand Muskies. Only three minutes into Massey finished with 27 points
hoarding a career-highl8 re- the second half, George Washing- and eight rebounds.
bounds.
·
MuskieforwardPete Sears was
ton trailed 60-37 after an 8-2 XU
Senior co-captains' Michael run.
eqilally impress~ye, ·lighting up
Hawkins and Jeff Massey
The Co1onials got back into the Raiders for 20 points, 14 of
complimented Sykes nicely. The the game later in the second half them coming in the first ha1f..
dynamicduowcrceightofl6from thanks to Koul;s inside play. A
However, probably the most
three-point range while C-ommit- Kou.I turnaround cut the Xavier· interesting performance came
ting just three turnovers for the 1ead to 67-55.with 11:25 to play.
from reservepointguard Sherwin
contest. Hawkins fmished with
Coach Skip Prosser promptly Anderson. In only 14 minutes,
.21 points and seven assists while called a timeout to settle his club Anderson sliced and diced his way
Massey had 19 points and five down. A switch to a 3-2 zone by to seven assists and only one turnboards.
thcMuskicshaffledGeorge Wash-· over.
Perhaps the biggest key in the ington and set the tone for the rest
"I try to just do the little things
game was the d_efense that Xavier ofthecontcst. WhenKoulwentto that you don't always see," 'said
put on the C~lonials big guns. the sidelines with his fifth foul, Anderson;
Center ~exander Koul and guard the Colonials fate was sealed.
The Muskies' nine game winKwame Evans averaged 11 and
The impressive win over nmg streak ~~ay have just culmi20 points per game going into the George Washington came on the nated into an at-large NCAA tourXavier matchup.
.
heels of Xavier's regular season nament bid.
Despite scoring 12 pointS, Koul conference-elinchingvictory over
A~ impressive road· victory
found himself in· early foul Wrig}itState, 94-84. The win over over a team that beat
trouble, picking up his thinlfoul the Raiders was their 12th con- Massachussetts twice has defilate in the first half; With Koul secutive triumph in the'MCC ac- nitely made an impression on the
out, XU made.their decisive run. tion this season and their 20th on Xavier players.
XU held Evans to only 14 the year.
"l thought we were a tournapoiltts on five of 18 shooting from
Xavier once again set the tone ment team since mid-season," said
the field. The Muskie guards, in thefirst half, running to a 5&. Hawki.Us.
despite their size disadvantage, · 42 1ead at halftime on 65.5 perFreshman T .J. Johnson
did an excellent job of defending cent shooting from the fie1d. added, "This proves to everybody
Evans.
Massey stroked the nets from we're for real."
The start of the second half three-point land, burying four of
was more of the same for the four treys in the first half alone.
u 1nw•1u
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Hawkins: More than just the skills to pay the bills
BY

Russ SIMEONE

THE XAVIER.NEWSWIRE
Throughout his years at

Xavie~, senior point guard

Michael Hawkins has had several
ups and downs. During his freshman year, "Hawk" appeared to
he a future star as he racked up
quality 'minutes at the one spot.
During his sophomore and
junior seasons, he stumbled and
seemed to fall out of favor with
then-coachPeteGillen. Thisyear,
Hawkins and the rest of the Musketeers are flying high.
Recently, I had the chance to
sit down and talk with the Xavier
star and get a better understanding of who he really is.
Hawkin~ was raised about 45
minutes south of Cleveland in
Canton.. Ohio. He was part of a
very close family which included
himself, his parents, and two
brothers. They were the type of
fafflily which always made th~t
special trip to grandma's house.
With such a tightly knit family
atmosphere, it is easy to compre'hend ·'how"'Hawkfus" nasitiirned
out to he such a fine person.
"My parents were always
teaching me rpanners and to respect people," said Hawkins.
"They told me to treat others like
I want to be treated. They raised
me to he the w~y they are, so I
guess I'm just a reflection of my

parents."
totals made him a high honorable number one goal.
·spoke.
So, is his athletic ability just a mention NIKE All-American and
"I really haven't done any"Our goal at the beginning of
copy of his fatherSteve's?
allowed him to choose between the season was to go hack to the
thlDg to be proud of yet," he
"Oh no," Hawkins said em- Cincinnati, Xavier, Penn State, NCAA tournament," he said.
said. "Sure, there arc a lot 'of
phatically when asked this ques,.. Richmond, and James Madison. "Forget about the MCC and the
little things, hut no big accomtion. "My father is probably the
Luckily, he chose to be a Mus- UC game because that really
plishments. When I walkacross
worst athlete on the face of this keteer. Through hi~ first three doesn't matter. Sure, it's nice,
thatstagcandgctmydiploma,I
earth. He· played· chess as an
will he the first of 51 grandchilbut it means nothing if we can't
extra-curricular in high school."
dren to finish all four years of
get 'back to the NCAA tourActually, his skills c~me from
college. Then, I will have someney."
his mother, Barbara. She ran
thing to he proud of."
This seems to be a lock for
track and played volleyball durI know I will he proud to he
thcMuskiesat21-3. However,
ing her high school days. And, of
on
that stage with someone like.
what awaits the Canton native·
course, she also dabbled in has- 8
Michael
Hawkins.
after his senior season?
·.::
ketball.
~
"I want to be the first guard·
But Mike himself was not al- i
ever drafted out of Xavier,"
ways a basketball fiend.
...
Hawkins said. "I know I can
"When I was young," said ~
only do so much and that someHawkins, "baseball ·was my ~
one else will determine my basgame."
=
ketball future, but I also like
Having played several games ·
to think of it like stock. You
of whiffleball with him outside of 5
put in all that time, effort, and
Brockman Hall, I can verify for .S
research into stocks, much like
his abilities with a bat. So, what J
my effort and time with basgot him to switch to the roundhall
.
ketball. Now, after it has maand hardwood?
·
tured, I want to turn in my
"I really got into hoops when seasons, Hawkins averaged 7 .5 stock."
Gary Grant was a senior at Can- points and 2. 5 rebounds per conIf the NBA docs not come callton McKinley," stated Hawkins. test while dishing out-286 total ing, Hawkins says he will he able
"When he was there, everyone assists. . He also excelled from to fall hack ori something which
wanted_ to he like him, including beyond the three-point arc, con- . comes out of his organizational
.··fuyself:•L
.·.'·
··
necting on :38 percent: of his at- : c~m~~~~ti~n~ ~ajor ~th his ·
Hawkins followed ·nicely in tempts. Before Saturday's win business minor. He is not, howGrant's footsteps, eventually against George Washington, he ever, anxious to find a job. He
playing at McKinley. During his was dropping 13.7 points and would like a· little time to rest.
time as a starter, McKinley com- corralling 3.1 hoards per game
Toward the end of the converpiled a 60"10 record. Individu- while setting up several scores sation, I asked Mike to tell me
ally, Hawkins averaged 13.0 with a team-high 140 assists. In what he is most proud of out ~fall
· points, 5.2 rebounds, 6.8 assists, doing. this; Mike has helped the his accomplishments. After a
and 3.6 steals per game. These Muskies in trying to reach their minute or two ofsilence, Hawkins

!
..

Xavier vs. Illinois-Chicago

Muskies on way up

XU whips Raiders

Xavier Record: 21~3, 12-0 in MCC
Flames Record: 16-7, 10-3 in MCC

Game time: ·8 p.m. '(h!-Jrsday, Fch.23
Place: Cincinnati Gardens
TV/Radio: Nonc/WLW

BY KIPP HANLEY
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

~iil>j

Both Jcvon Hobbes and Mike Simmons arc better than avcmgc

'~
. fl.~.· _distributors of the rock. Simmons is a fine outside shooter as well,
111=1.fi hitting37.3percentofhis three-pointers. The XU guard combo Mike

(i!)j Hawkins and Jeff Massey is the finest in the league.

The Muskies will have their hands full with the likes of AllAmcrican candidate Sherell Ford; Ford averages 25.7 points per
game and is a legimatc contender to he a lottery pick next year. Junior
college transfer Johnelle Slone can light it up as well. A toss-up.

Even

UIC head coach Bob Hallberg is a seasoned veteran of Division-I
hoops. His career winning percentage of 65 percent over 23 years is
simply outstanding. Coach Skip Prosser is an up-and-coming coach
who continually impresses a national audience.

Even

Xavier is coming off a huge win at George Washington. In the same
respect, UIC's recent overtime victory over Wisconsin-Green B.ay
may have assured a second seed in the MCC tourney. The Muskies
must contain Ford if they hope to finish the MCC regular season
undefeated. The atmosphere will be one of tremendous emotion as XU
bids adieu to its Fab Five seniors. XU 83, UIC 76.
ap•p
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The Xavier women's
basketball season has been up
and down like a yo-yo this
season. Recent1y, the
Musketeers (11-12, 5-8 in the
MCC) have been on the
upswing, defeating three of
their last four Midwestern
Collegiate Conference
opponents.
Their latest victim was
Wright State on Fch.18 at
Schmidt Fieldhouse. The
Muskies took care of the
Raiders, 69-59, with a stingy
defense and good ball
movement on offense.
Wright State shot only 34
percent for the game. At the
same time, Xavier was
extremely unselfish, delivering
mg

rwnmu• tt

19 assists for the game. Point
guard Nicole Like dished out
eight assists to lead the team.
Lynn Bihn once again was a
force in the paint for Xavier.
She collected 21 points and 10
rebounds in what has virtually
become a standard individual
performance for her.
Jenny Rauh came off the
bench to contribute 15 points in
only 22 minutes.
Head Coach Mark Ehlennow
feels better about his team's
chances in the upcoming MCC
tournament.
"This is been the most
consistent we've played since
early in the year," said Ehlen.
XU entertains Cleveland
State on Fcb.23 at Schmidt
Fieldhouse. Tip-off is at 7 p.m.
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Xavier hoops get a charge from neW-found success
When I asked Hawkins about crosstown rivals. It's something
the new pace, he said, "I think we we have·never seen here before.
havetowiththeguyswehave. We TheMmkies control every aspect
·
have no other choice, but to push of the game.
This··new style~ this·new attithe ball up the floor. And then we
tude, is. somethlllg that has been
have the pressure defense."
Oh yeah. I forgot about that. missing from ·Victory Parkway
the team's full-court pressure for a while. It is refreshing to see
defense is somewhat like our · the smiles on the court and the

determination in their eyes.
And with the crop of young
guys playing important roles (i.e.
Anderson, Tyson Brit, and
freshman sensation T.J .Johnson)
the Muskies look like a team with
a bright future. This ain't no
fluke, you guys. Xavier is for real.

WEDNESDAYS
talented as we were last year so we
have to work harder. We know
where wc want to go."
I think we all know where that·
You know something is differ- is. After last year's absence from
ent. The men's haskethall team the tournament, the Muskies are
looks the best I have' ever seen determined to make it hack.
them. Passing up had shots, find- "Everyone is on the same pace,"
ing the open man, and supporting DeWaun added, "we just know
each other in a way which repre- where wc want to go."
sents a modem-extended family.
The biggest difference this year.
I've got a good feeling about it.
has been the resurgence of fan
Perhaps the best example of favorite Mike Hawkins. He had a
their new-found inspiration can phenomenalsophomoreyear, and
be found in a charge Pete Sears then had a slightly off year last
took last week against Wright year. But now that he is back in
State. Vitaly Potapenko, some the helm, running the show, he is
seven feet and.what seems like a having an outstanding go at it.
"I think the difference is the
thousand pounds, was running
mental toughness that we have.
down the court.
Little ol' Pete decided to stand We had our ups and downs like
in his way 'and take one for the losing Kevin (Carr) and Terrance
team. When the smoke had (Payne), losing Brian Grant and
cleared and the Gardens had re- the other seniors. Losing Gillen."
Hawkins seems somber when
turned safely to its foundation,
there was Pete, laying on the floor, he talks of the media and some
with the rest of the Muskies Muskie fans whom have giving
standing over him, helping him them a rough time, hut his voice
changes as he talks of this year.
up. They were laughing.
In the middle of the game, all "But we have fought through the
five of the guys .on the court were adversity that has. faced us. We
smiling about the fact that Pete get up for every game. No matter
had taken on the human version · who we face, no matter where."
of a polar bear ... and won (Pete,
· That's a good point you have
I guess that depends on how you brought up, Mike. I can remember last year when a certain St.
look at it).
They're working harder, too. Francis team took it to the MusThey go after dead balls with a keteers for a loss that could have
vengeance. They dive all over the very well kept the team out of the
floor. lean 'teven count how many tournament. I just have a feeling
times I've seen Sherwin Ander- that thisisn 'tgoingto happen this
son spill himself all over the floor, year (knock on wood!).
banging into other players, bangNot only the attitude is differing into his own players_, going ent, but the style is too. This runafterthatball. Sometimesitlooks n-gun, fast break offense seems to
wear down their opponents like
like they're possessed.
When asked what he thought theflu. Look at George Washing- ·
about the new style, DeWaun ton. The fast, up-tempo style of
Rose, Xavier's emotional back.:. the Muskies wore down all of the
bone, said, "Well, we're not as 6'-5" and over guys.

Bv JoHN McllALE
Tm: XAVIER NEWSWIRE

ARE WiLD NIGHTS
AT TURFWAY PARK
free admission
w/ college i.d.

beer $1.50
w/ college i.d.
l02.7FM

Every Wednesday_now through March 22
~BN sportscaster Wildman Walker will be
in The Race Book·at Turfway Park to meet
fans and give out prizes and gift certificates
from area retailers and restatirants. College
students will be admitted free at Gate D
·with a valid college i.4. Students can buy a
beer for $1.50 at The Race Book's concession
stand when they present their college i.d.
and proof of age.

Wednesday night post time 7:00PM

TVRFWAYPARK
7500 Turfway Rd. Florence, KY .(606) 371~00
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Spoken word has been an intportant form of coinmunication
within theAfrican-American community froin the clays of slavery
to contemporary times. Whether
listening to contemporary practiCincinnati has once again
tioners of the genre like the Last
Poets or Gil Scott-Heron or newreceived a little taste of Broadway, courtesy of the Broadway
comers like Washington, D.C. 's
Series. The new production of Cats op_ened last night at the
Taft Theatre downtown.
DJ Renegade, spoken poets have
placed political consciousness into
The musical is based on T.S. Eliot's book of poetry Old
the world of entertainment with
Possum~ Book efPractical Cats, and, for the most part, is
ari energy ~nd power unmatched
what most would deem plotless. _It is a variety of poems by
since the Beat Poets of the '50s.
Eliot put to the music of Andrew Lloyd Weber (Jesus Clirist
Qwest Records, a subsidiary
Supei:star, Pha11iom ). Most songs arc vea·batim, as they
of Warner Bros. Records, has
appear in the collection.
signed D-Knowledge to a recordThe stage is constantly alive with felines. Extravagant
ing contract which should conmakeup coupled with outstanding choreoga·aphy allows the
tinue the growth of the spoken
cast to take on a cat-like presence both in the spotlight and in
word.
Ilearnedagreatclealabout
the background.
how
D-Knowleclgc
views the world
Th1·ot1gi.out the show, the audience is introduced to a
in
a
recent
interview
with him.
variety of cats. From the patl'iaa·chal Old Dcutea·ononiy to the
Although
his
debut
album, All
"magical" Ma·. Mistoffolccs, each adds new aspect to the
That
A11d
A
Bag
Of
Words,
has
theme, which convey~ Jh.at cats ar.e people too.
. ·. .
.
just
been
reJea'sed',
D-Knowledge
The clivirse clenlents of this. pea~for~nancc arc co~ducive i~.
has enjoyed noto~ety and accepa ballet, an opera, and a comedic faa·cc neatly packaged
tance
that few new entertainers
around a collection of playful verse.
can
boast.
Working with both
Crow~ favorites ·were the mischievous Mtmgojerric and
film
makers
Singleton
and Mario
Rumpletcascr, the playboy Rum Tum Tuggcr, and the
Yan
Peebles.
Moreover
D-Knowlthought-to-be washed-up Grizabella, the Glamour Cat, whose
edge
has
performed
with
Peter
a·cndition of "Memory" forced the audience to empt in
Gabriel,
Earth,
Wind
&
Fire,
applause, ~vcn before the song cnclccl.
and
Arrested
Development.
Not
Cats was originally slated to play at the Taft until Sunday
had
for
a
debut
artist.
night. However, a performance for next Mon~lay has recently
Al/ThatAlldABagOfWords,
been aclclecl. Tickets, I'm sure, are scarce, but I highly
a
thought
provoking album, is a
recommend you get out to sec this, the longest running musical .
of African-American
celebration
currently on Broadway.
existe~ce.
B~ckingthepoetryis
a
I won't comment on how "purr"fect the performance was,
combinatiolv
of
percussion
and
but I will say "it was much better than Cats. I'm going to see it
jazz.
again and again."
aubmilled by Jolm P. Glynn
Opening the album is "The
' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' Revolution,'' an ode to Heron's
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D-Knowledge of spoken word.
BY SOREN BAKER

Taft has
the Cats·

1995

"Niggers Are Scared Of ]Jevolu- American artists need to work
tion." The poem is a fictional tale with African-Americans down the
of a rev.olutionary ··big-budget line, from producers to accounmovie that will feature several tants. In my interview with him,
prominent European-American he told me a story to me about an
-actors.
African-American woman who
.Addressing the "trend to glam- would not let her African-Ameriorize degradation" is the focus of can neighbor fix her sink even
the second cut, "Just Bein'." though he was qualified. The
Dropping names of famous Afri- neighbor returned a few clays
can-American writers like Rich- later, this tinle for a plumbing
. ard Wright has special impor- company that wanted $700 for
tance because "many black men the service instead of the $100 he
that read [Native So11] can iden- had requested as her neighbor.
One of the most notable astify with it. They can't assume
rationality, they are trapped into pects of ~he album is· that Demotion, always running," much Knowledge worked with his fathe same as Wright's main char- ther, bassist Stanley Gilbert.
acter Bigger Thomas. D-Knowl- Rappers Nas and Common Sense
eclge boasts that African-Ameri- have also featured their fathers
cans have survived "despite on their albums, showing that
lynchings, police brutality, and African-American families arn not
racists."
always separated as they are ofThe title cut "show[s) the cre- ten presented in the media. ·
Even though his entertainment
ativity and influence of [AfricanAmericans ]"and D-Knowledge 's career is about to be elevated to
belief that many young African- another level, D-Knowledgc conAmericans do not know about tinues working on his Ph.D. in
their historic contributions in the Sociology froin UCLA. Unlike
most entertainers who seem to
creative arts.
· "To Be Or Not To Be" dis- live only in and for the present,
cusses what it means to be a mack. D-Knowledge knows that he ·has
The poem starts out emphasizing "more stability with what I'm
the positive aspects of pimping doing in academics than with my
and then shifts into the negative record "deal."
The arrival of D-Knowleclge
aspects of the profession. A video
for "To Be Or Not To Be" should should help expose the art fonn of
be cleb.uting on maJor video out- the spoken word to tens of thousands of people. He is worthy of
lets soon.
Today, when someone can be the challenge of reviving the sposhot for stepping on another's ken word from an underground
shoes or for being' in the wrong . sensation to a major media enneighborhood, D-Knowledge be- tity.
lieves that African-Americans
need to interact with each other
withalittlemore''Patience." This
poem was written because, in DKnowleclge 's opinion, African-

Dave Mathews Band loses the training wheels
BY

MIKE SoHAN

create a sound that is impossible to describe. The hand
ci..operates in its own genre of complex harmonies that
funk into jazz, drif~ ~to folk and dive into country. ~o
· As a product of the K-Tel generation, it's always
label it as alternative woulcln 't do justice to melodies
been hard to find new rock music that transcends the
that border on beauty.
traditional three minutes of screaming guitars and
Listening to the disc is a musical experience. Songs
tortured vocals that we've been assimilated into
like "Satellite" mark the intricate interplay between
worshipping. You know what I'f!l talking ah.out. Those.
bands sound like a kindergarten class that h_asn 't had .... guitar and violin wlill,e tender vocals while the tender
vocals acid floating .sincerity to the piece. "Warehouse"
its nap. When they grow up and decide to produce real
starts
with a guitar lick that borders on classical then
music, maybe I'll take their training wheels off. Until
drifts
into
a Caribbean style chorus. Blues Travelers'
then, there will always he the Dave Matthews Band.
John
Popper
flavors "What Would You Say" with his
With singer/quitarist M~tthews' contemplative and
powered
harmonica,
and "Ants Marching" produces a
highly charged vocals at the center, violinist Boy~
country
fiddle
solo
in
the middle. In many of the songs,
Tinslet, reedman Leroi Moore, and the rhythm section
cool
rhythms,
soft
and
understated, lead to sizzling,
of bassist Stefan Lessard ariCI drummer Carter Beuford
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

energetic jams th.at the band handles with the finesse of
an accomplished jazz ensemble.
Simply Put, nothing gets lost in the musical stew.
These guys are good like peaches a~cl cream ... or
thermal 'underwear, depending on the weather conditions and your local doppler radar. Donating an organ
or loa~ing out this album ... I don't know which would
leave me feeling more empty inside.
You can check these guys out Feb. 28 here in
Cincinnati, the world's real life Mayberry. If tickets
aren't sold out, go. They're playing with Big Head
Todd and the Monsters at the Taft Theater. If you
can't make it, buy the album, and if you can't buy the
album, buy a six pack of Pepto and listen to the
kind~rgarten stuff on the radio.
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Sample the groove of Soul Cou...,... ___
·
BY ROBERT W. GIBBONS

Tm: XAVIER NEWSWIRE
Ruby Vroom is the groove-filled debut
releasefromNYC'sSoulCoughinginwhich
the juxtaposition of motely musical styles,
when imposed upon one another, piece
together quite neatly for an "aesthetically
pleasing, in other words fly" musical experience.
Beatnik poetry, Beckian rap 'n' roll, Bboy hip-hop funk, acid jazz, spoken word,
acoustic grunge, and inventive sampling
are the unique ingredients of Soul
Coughing's sound. The members, who
stumbled upon each other in the downtown New York music scene, declare thata
primary focus when composing songs is the
rhythm and musicality oflanguage. This is
evident by the catchy and danceable nature of Ruby Vroom~ repetroire. While
you 'reshakingyour booty around the room
you're bound to catch yourself pondering
the bizarre imagery of Mr. Doughty's
speak-sing blah blah.
Sebastian Steinberg's funked-up acidic
bass provides the
with its
. rhythm section
.

.

cS

crooked backbone, while Yuval Gabay
keeps the drum and sticks clicking in organized chaos. Sampler whiz Mark De Gli
Antoni is the Jell-0 of this warped machine, dubbing in traffic, squeaky doors,

Just Cause righteous

and various voice samplings which quite
"Casiotone Nation" checks off a list of
suitably compliment Doughty's stream-of- essential junk for a culture fueled by conconsciousness surreal stories.
sumerism, describing America as the "Five
"True Dreams of Wichita" is perhaps percent nation of Marlhoro .•. pay-perthe tastiest· of Soul Coughing's .musical . vi~w... nipple clamps ... Milton Bradley .... "
"Blue-eyed Devil" is a catchy and intelbrew.• Doughtyprocl~s: "Brooklynlike
a sea in the asphalt stalks/ Push out dead ligent track, and you 'II discover the nerair from parltjng garage/ Where you starid vous hilarity of being subjected to the bruwith the keys and your cool hat of silence/ tal beatings of the Looney Tunes ACME
Where you grip her love like a driver's torture contraptions when you hop the
licence." Pavement's "Summer Babe" is "Bus to Beelzebub." The final track,
lyrically comparable to the blissfully sur- "Janine" is acoustic grunge love, with the
real jibberish of "True Dreams." Set to a ··object of desire singing shakily over an
groovy semi-mellow jazz flow, ·Doughty's answering machine. Doughty sings,
rushed· speech accelerates into a short- "Janine I drink you up./ H you were the
lived rap which lounges back to the initial Baltic Sea and I w.ere a cup, uh huh."
groove as the tune winds down.
_
Euphemisms for the hand's name (hurl"Screenwriter's Blues" explains how ing, blowing chunks, tossing cookies, etc.)
the big ligh.ts and big nights of L.A. pro- are in no way inilicative of the artistic
vokes big dreams and "beckons impression Ruby Vr,oom musters. Each
teenagers ... with automatic weapons and cut is groovy and melodious. in its own
boundless love ... to come to her on buses." right. Philosophical wonderments find
The opening cut, "Is Chicago, IS Not solace in the bright and vast musical rainChicago;" tells Doughty's tale of tripping bow which is the palette Soul Coffee drips
in the Windy City and coming to the real- from. Lend them an ear and sample for
ization 'that everything outside his body is yourselves.
Soul Coughing will be appearing MonChicago, and everything within him is not
Chicago (I guess you had to be there). :
day March 6 atBogarts.

·Keith Murray
of the Def Squad

sean Connery flies his family to Miami,
BY emu Wll..LIAMS
so he can begin his investigation. The small
Tm: XAVIER NEWSWIRE
Tm: XAVIER NEWSWIRE
town in which the murder took place is not
Expectations go a long way in our deci- very welcomllig to Armstrong, coming iii
sion making process. With a cast including with a big name from a big school, reopen"'
.
Sean Connery (James Bond, Risin,r Sun), ing wounds ihat appeared to b~ shut. One .: "The Most Beautifullest Thing In This
Laurence Fishburne (What!! Love Cot to of his largest obstacles in his ·search for : World." That phrase is also the. name of
Do Wilk It, Boyz N tke Hood), and Blair · evidence to free Bobby Earl i~ the town ·>:the rirst single and album froin Keith
Underwood (L.A. Law) I definitely had sheriff, Tanny _Brown (Laurence. ·Murray, which can be used. t~.describe
high expectations for this film. As I had Fishb0rne): SheriffBrown has !ui ego that· 1'furray's first effort on Jive Records, but
hoped it did not disappoint.
consumes the town and a personal attach:- .. o~y under a few conditions.. . .
Based on the novel by the same name, inent to the case. The young gil-1 ~ho was:: · First,Murray'sproduc~on;lyrics,and
written by John Katzenbach, and under brutally raped and murdered WBS his delivery have to be Strongly C()~ended.
the direction of Arne Glimcher ,Just Couse daughter'sbestfriend~dalino~tapartpf •. ~xcept for the overused samp~e .of "Be-·
is a very exciting and intelligent rdm. A his family. Their egos and their perspec- ·1Ween The Sheets" by the Isley Brotherson
brutal murder of a ten year old white girl lives on the case make the two of them clash ...the first single, Murray's produC?tion is not
is committed in the Florida everglades eight most of the ~ovie.
. ·
· • tacklusterby any means. Mixing aslew of
years before the film begins. The man
A fellow. Death Row inma:te~ Blair> R&B singers into his funk-oriented hipconvicted of the murder, Bobby Earl Sullivan, who hu been convicted of sev:: . · hop, Murray achieves a good soWid with
Ferguson (Blair Underwood), sends his eral murde~s himself, bu a small role but · ·O.ld techniques. By the way, Erl.ck.Sermon
grandmother (Ruby Dee) to Harvard Uni- has a huge impact on the story line. He .is• '..·does the majority of the produciJlg on this
versity to seek out a very well regarded playedby EdHarris(TkeFVni, Cle'¥fti"ny ··.i1lbum for you "Funk Bandit" fans. ·.
Law professor, Paul Armstrong (Sean G/enRru.f)whogivesoneofthefdm'smost . . No one can deny that Murray'slyrics
Connery). Although he hu not practiced powerful performances.
.
. and delivery are on an elevatecfplateau.
law in some time, Armstrong agrees to look
From here Warner Bros. has uked. ·Maybe that's why his music is so'appealinto the case, mainly because of his wife's that the story not be revealed to those of ing. Lines like "Shaking the meinbrane of·
wishes, played by Kate Capshaw (Indiana you who .have not seen the movie. Right- .· Encyclopedia Brown" will have you re/one.JondtkeTempleofD0om). Hedoes fully so, because the clever plot twists that. windingtoseewhatitwuhesaid. Murray's ··
not have much time to investigate, how- takeplacewouldberuined. lfyouenjoyed slightly-slurred, raspy but smooth voice
ever, because Bobby Earl is on Deaih movies like Tke FIJ/Plive and /ntke Line of· compliments his clever flow to present an·
Row. This is where the pace of the film Fi"1,youwilldefinitelyenjoythissuspense unprecedented delivery in the hip-hop
begins to pick up.
thriller.
realm.
.-

BY SCOTT

HALE

All of the previous attributes could defi. nitely support. Murray's rise to promi..,
nencein theconstantlychangingrapworld.
My theory,. however, goes a bit deeper. I
feel timing played a big part in Murray's
success and is also the cause of his down
fall.
· Murray released his album in a period
when rap was experiencing that monotony
and redundancy of rappers which has
plagued the music over the years. Murray
was someone refreshing and different who
provided the keys to unlock the shackles
on our earphones, pumping the plethora
of "realityIgangs ta" rappers that all sound
alike.
That was then and this is now. With the
emergence of Method Mari and Mnrray's
·Death Squad partner Redman, Murray
"lias slipped silently into the background.
No doubt that Murray's 8lbumis phat, but
what do you hear more of now, Keith or
Method? Regardless, Murray's album is a
must for any hip-hop collector or connoisseur. But·when you pick up Redman or
Meth, Murray's play will decrease'.
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ToP TEN REASONS To

ATTEND COMEDYFEST II
I

0 ..

AT THE FIRST COMEDYFEST EVEN THE PRE-MORTUARY
SCIENCE STUDENTS LAUGHED.

9. · IT WILL TAKE YOUR MIND OFF OF THE XAVIER
HOUSING SHORTAGE.

8.

SCARED, WEIRD, LITTLE GUYS GIVE A WHOLE NEW
MEANING TO CO-ED NAKED COMEDY.

7.

IT· HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH THE OJ SIMPSON TRIAL1

OOPS l BLOODY GLOVE FOUND IN WALl S LUNCHBOX.

6.

COMEDYFEST

II

IS FUNNIER THAN GETTING A DEGREE

FROM UC.

5.
4.

1

You CAN T AFFORD ANYTHING BETTER FOR

$2.00.

1

IT S A CHANCE TO GO DOWN UNDER WITHOUT GETTING
SLAPPED.

3. · · 1+1s EVEN FUNNY soBER. ·

2.

11

11

1

l.AUGHTER IS THE BEST MEDICINE AND YOU VE JUST

RUN OUT OF TYLENOL.
I .

WALi COLLINS HAS PERFORMED WITH BOTH SEINFELD
1

---

AND SINBAD, AND HE LL BE EVEN FUNNIER WITH
SCARED, WEIRD, LITTLE GUYS!
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tuesday

February 28
·. •What do you know? You
guys purposely don't plan
.. .
.
anything on Tuesdays just so
..
I. will have to sit here and
make up things to write.
Febr11ary 26 · ..
February 25
· ·
Now, you all did really well
•MorebaskethalLThewomen ·.
•Pianis.t David Henley will
this week with your lists of
: will hoop their hearts out a~ perform at 2:30 in the Uni- ~vents, but it always drops off
SchmidtFieldhousetodayagainst : versity Center Theatre. As
come Tuesday. Since you
La Salle; ~Game time is 2 p.m. · part of ~he Xavier Music Se- couldn ~t find anything for
• It's finally here -Xavier's ries, he w,ill he playing .works
me to print, I am forcf!d to
.44th annual' Mardi Gras Ball, from Bach, Rachmaninoff,· torture you with a sc.ary
"Carnivale in Venice," at the Chopin, .:Liszt, Ravel, 1md
story about what happened
Omni Netherland, startiiig at 7 .Tupac Shakur. Well; not reto me at work the other day.
p.m. Forticketinformation, call ally Tupac~ I just threw that
See, I teach gymnastics to
X-3161. Personally, I'm haVing in there to see if you were really
little girls, and the heathens
my own little celebration at my . reading thls or not. For ticket
couldn't figure out how to
apartment, whichl'msureyou've . information, call X-3161.
get up on the balance beam.
heard. about by now since ail of
I~ their trusty instrucfor,
decided to show them. Here's
campus seems .to ·know, so join
the rest of the student body and·
the scary part. I leapt onto ·
comeonoverifyoucan'tsecmto
February 27
·the beam, lost my balance,
make, it cloWlltown'. ~·.· ' :
.
•Hebe cle Bonafini and and fell off, landing flat on
•SAC Comedyfest II -The
Juanit~ · Pargarii:ent __of the my back. As if that weren't
Student Activities Council pre- . Mothers of the Plaza de.. Mayo enough, about 10 minut.es
sents a11 evening of comedy with
(an organization of the. Moth- later~ another little girl
nationally-known .acts . W ali
ers of the D.isappearecl from jump-cd right off the tramCollins and Scared Little Weird
Argentina) will he speaking pollii~ and landed on me. Isn't
Guys.At9p.m.intheUniversity
at 2 p.m._in the Univer~ity that scary? All I can say is,
Centermaindiningroom, we can
Center Theatre. I'd make a thank Goel spring. break is
laugh 'tillwepeeoµrpants. Please . wisecrack, but I think this is·· near because, faithful Calendar
don't take ihat literally.
serious' stuff.
fans, I have lostit.

Clarabelle
•.'d
'.
saturday sun_ ciy
'

'

edneSday
~ruary22.
·
•OK, folks, we've got a busy
weekaheadofus. Fellowseniors,
it is time for us to get our pictures
taken for the yearbook. A portable photo studio will be set up in
front of the cafeteria today from
9 a.m.-12 p.m. and again from 15 p.m. They will also be there
from 12-4 p.m. and 5-7 p.m. on
Thursday and 9a.m.-12p.m. and
1-5 p.m. on Friday. There is no
sitting fee. However, all of the
underclassmen get to stand
around and watch us practjce our
fake smiles.

•You gtiys will never believe
this. I almost forgot to put our
basketball games in here. I'm
just a little. stressed. The women
.will he playing Cleveland State at
7 p.m. in Schmidt Fieldhouse.
The men will be hosting IllinoisChicago at the Gardens at 8 p-.m.
This is the men's last home game.
.Bring a box of Puffs and cry with
me as we say farewell to the-seniors.

friday

Fehruary24
•The art department's
"Women As Artists"ftlm series
concludes with a screening of the
movie, The Piano, at 7 :30 p.m.
February 23 .
in Kelly Auditorium. No 'one
•Members of Xavier Players came to see my movie last week,
Will present "Voices of Change," so you can just forget it now.
an evening of theater focused on
•Today is We Care Day and
the quest for change. Perfor- ·. ·Xavier students will visit and ofmances will take pl~ce in ihe fer services to ·area elementary
University Center The~tre at 7 schools, 9 a.m.-3 p.m. For more·
p.JIJ.. on Thursday and 8 p.m. on information and to participate,
fpday. A¥ssion is free.
call.X-3182.

thursday

~7
' .

TW0~· :THREE,

FOUR ~ND FIVE
BEDROOM HOUSES FOR RENT WITHIN ·
WALKING DISTANCE OF CAMPUS.
EQUIPP,ED AND RENOVATED. CALL
321-0043 OR 241-9421
.

·...

'.

m··on-d··ay .

,l<ATIE-·•KARES
-eClu~lonal
h.lit1.ces
..
..

:

·.6,AfA'A'A'A'A'A'
MOVING .OF/=-CAMPUSOR LOOKING FOR
A NEW APARTMENT FOR NEXT YEAR?

..,,.
. A series 'Of Workshops Will Be Held Throughout
The Month Of March

Classifieds

ThH• Hsalona wlll Include .valuable. Information about:

• the housing search process
• signing a lease
.
tenant and ·1andlord relationships
safety Issues. ·and concerns
• maintenance tips and suggestions
• budgeting Issues and strategies
• th.• off-campus living experience

Painters, Foremen and
· Managers - · Call College Pro
··Painters at 1 (BOO) 3464649.
M~ney is now available for
Sch~lar8hips, Grants, Loans.
Recorded message gives details~
281-8782.

• • SPRING BREAK 95 • •
· America's #1 Spring Break
Company! Cancun~Bahamas,or
Florida! 110% Lowest Price .
Guarantee! Organize· 15 friends
and TRAVEL FREE! Call .for
our finalize~ 1995 Party
Schedule!! (800) 95-BREAK.

CmiseShips Now Hiring-~
up to $2,000+/month working on .
Cruise Ships or Land Tour ·· ·
Companies. Worldtravd. ~nal
andfull-tiine"employmentavailable;
Noexperiencenecessary. Formore
infonnationcalll-20fHiM.0468ext.

C55642.

lttf 6'6'6'

At thesa workshop sessions. you wlll have. opportunities to ask
· questions and to share · Information and your concerns

Plan to attend one of Iha followlng Moving Off·Campua Work1hopa

•
.;
•
•

Wednesday, March 1,
Tuesday, March 14,
Thursday, ·March 23,
Monday, March 271

Terrace Room, University Center
Husman Hall Rec. Room
New Hall Rec. Room
xµ ymage Multipurpose Room

All HHlona wlll begin at .s:oo p.m.
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ACROSS

2·:·

1 On -.. .with .
13
5 Uppercase ·
letters. for short
17
9 Crucifix
13 Sled
14 Bay window _
16 Uptight .
17 Egyptian deity
18 A relative ·
19.....;. slaw·
20 Roadway's
edge
22 Changed
- direction'. -24 Durocher. and
_. namesakes
25 Partly: pref ...
26 Wickerwork· .
material
29Wizen · ..
32 Whitney or.
·Wallach·
33 Certain barrier
35 Beaumont's
state
37. Unhappy cry
39 Ventures
.
,41 Ready ',
42 Ave - 44 Animal fluid ·
. 7 Seaside
46 Grassy tract .
structure
47.Tool for cutting
8 Ory, as wine
-· 9 Football player
49 Happened to
-10Smell
. 51 Effrontery
52 Asterisk
11 Amorous glance
53 Pea or bean
12 Colored
56 Dagger
15 Pry
60 Running track
21 Frond
·· 23 Give off
61 Flier
63 Edible lish
' 25 Utter
64 Phi - Kappa
.26 Quantity ol
65 Warble
paper
66 Funny fellow
27 Islamic god
67 Nonpareil
28 Jeweled
68 Sword·
headband
69 Has
29 Hardware item
30 Banish
·
DOWN .
31. Garment part
1 MacGraw and
34 Twangy •
namesakes
36 Ocean mammal
38 Exceptional
2 Bulldoze
3 Exchange
40 Name ol a kind
premium ·
43 "-Bede"
4 Consequerice· · 45 Repast·
5 Tolerated ·
48.Got some shut6 Zodiac sign
eye

lilil!f:!IJU!
Tt\Eft£ AA't S014E 9r~ttt<S
~~~ -'(OU i:.AN'"T" TC'Ac.H f:~E.tl
A NE.., 1>06 ...
0.1(. vJ£ 'flE' APPll.oA C.ti 1,.Jc,

50 Painting on
plaster
52 Took
53 Timber woll
54 Regular
55 Movable barrier

Error ·
Unbend
Mountain lake
Bettor's
concern
62 Wrath
56
57
58
59
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DOMlN0
CS
PlZZA
·
Serving Xavier Universtt.yl
1

.ca11:us
3915 M~ntgo~~i-Y·.R.oad
•Coke and Diet ¢Gke ~V.Habl8 •

•

·HOURS: .11AM·t:30AM SUNDAY• THURSDAY• 11AM-2:30AM FRIDAY & SATURDAY

. , . - - · - ~--- ---·~ _ . , , . "!9 ~ - - - ..;. ... ~ ~:-.,,...;. .... _ .;...·..;. . . -

,·

Large One Topping· · . · . Medium One Topping
.·
1
Pizza and One Order of 1 .1 .Pizza and One Order of
1·1.
Twisty Bread!
Twisty Bread!
. 1:.1

:1

1
1
I_I

$7·•.99

$6 9·9

~-~--.-;.. . , , . ~ -

.......- · - - • · · · · - . ,

· Medium One Toppliig ·· • .· .· .
. ·· . · I
Pizza and One 10-Plece · · 11 Twisty Bread olily $.99
·I·
Order of Buffalo Whigs! 1. 1. .
with Any Purcbllse!
'

$6····99···.

1:1
,II
II· . MINIMUfv1
Nolimit!.
I'·
11
•
·]I
. . • .· ... ·. ·. ll
DELIVERY$5.99
11
.•I
. Mt~IMUM OELIVERY$5.99 . ·,•· 11
MINIMUM DELIVERY$5.99
·• , , ·
MINIMUM DELIVERY$5.99
.•
•.••
.
. . . ....,, . ... ..
. II
· Yllld It '*'clplllnf 11-oni;. ·NOi wild w1111 anr ollMr · Yllld 11 Jlllllclpllllnt , , _ onir;.
Vllld wtlh anr oitValla apart1Ciiilii111 itom~·Ncil vilfifwtth In~ ollllr · · . Valid al 111r1rcfpallng 1tON1 only. Not Vllld wtlh anr oth11
o«.. CullDnwP1r1lalaalllltllllro1PP1l- I· I · · ,· · ·oftrir.·c111~...,.aa1111111.,.app11- l·I • ·
o1111.'cu11-paraN111ta1wlllNapplf. 11.
· cable
o1111, Cu•t-""8•alnln..wllli9wl· I
.·. · eable.
·I ·
Calh dltcount lncltlclte llbetl wllll ·
••
· 111111. Calll cll1c0un1 lncludn reball. wtlll· •
· ·
cMle: Caah dl1count lricludtt rlbata wtlh '
.•
.. C11h cltcount lncludlt rebale w1111 ·
I .•
appllca!t19Nltt tax. Dlllvuy-Nrnllsd Ill. I I
18111 tax. °"*'. n•. llmlttd._to.. ' . • . . • appllc1bltiaai.11a1. DlllwirY.••. •.ll_m
..
ltldlo. 11 ·
·
.
1ppflcable&1lt.1t1~.
Dellvtry ••• llmltldto. I
_.,,. ur. drtvlnt. Out*""' cany.....
1111in..,. drlvtJlt: ·Clllf *'- cany 1eu. •
1111ure ult clrlvtng•. Our
i.e _. . . .
1111ure·111a driving. Our drl• carry laaa
I :
lhln'20.00. OurdrlvlnnllCICpenallladlor 11
lllln,'20JID. Qw~aiinot"9na1lz9dlll'~·l l
' ' .illansao.oo. 0urc1rtvwl11en~1~~1~ l I .' 111ans20.oo.
Ourdrlv111111noipenallaadlor I
111
Hot

8ppilca.iite.

L

-.-ri..-.--...... ·. ------- _._ .... _-------.. -.. ------·-.---

...... lat~.•~eiP1.RE$.SOONl_1 L' .

-·-~

driver~

'e~ EXPIREs:sooNI

~

I

ii~:':•. .

lateellll_....

EXPIRES SOONf,L·.

•dlllvtrlll..

EXPIRESSOON!J

BARN·MONEY AND _GAIN ·VALUABLE

EXPERIENCE FORifi.FUTVRE CAREER!· · .
~TllX:x MAIWmNG REsP.Al.lCR ii hirin& •teti research Iilterviewm for the
'

•

•

•

.

r .,.

•
.•.

•

·e
•

.

·.

·

.. 'J'bia is apaieaay IMi position for~911Udenti; apecially-esl ~ Mirkedng
M1Jora who Want &O have rclakll:'.~ on lhci.r iUiMes ~.psuati0n. ·. ·

While~ lncerYiewer u MATRJXX you;~ pin first~ ..,.,u~~°" of your marketin1

courat 111c1 ~sl&ht into die 1Raa " ' proCI~ ~opmen~ and

atfym,isiJ11.

. Choose fm~ a 3, 4, or 5 shift work ~ule. Also, ::you Ql1 'tarrange your work
ICbedule each~ ID meet y0ur c..U ~ute.
·. · ·
· · ·· · ·

Summer Sessions
·All students may register for summer
beginning Wed., March 29 •Sam to 7pm
Beginning March 30 registration
hours will be Barn to .6:30pm
Last day to register: before 2nd time class meets·

ThO ~c ·stll'tin& pay is 56.00. H~, there.is •·quirtcrly ~us for.worldnc and

avmae· of 5 -tbiftS pet week. The bonus is an extra $.50 per hOur worked within the
~~hichif
... · will eq~ ,,.,roximafely. $~2''.CJC); AJ90, ~ hijher startinl waa~ is
~ you have p!eVIOUS market -~h experien(e.

The.

JOCadon

is· convenient and close to c:ampua.

" · nnspOnalion isn't a problem.-

·

·

·

We

an: on the bus

·

. · ·

-~·

·Apply in perion Monctay- Ffi:day, 9 am.-.9 pm &t. tbe:3ns floOr llaearch Center
........._

.

Tl.till~...
. .G

. ·M.(···

. '4600'Monta0mel'y Rold.
. Suite 325 .. ·

.

·

.- - - - · . CiaCinnaii, obio 45212 . .
.-

.... '

84J;.1199 ·.... ·...

Fall

rc>ute so

QUALIFICATIONS:· 17 years of aae or older; ible to f~llow detailed iitstruction~~
aceUent
bandwrittDa,
fasiona1
.
. ~ini
. ·~1·.
. . . skills;
' . typ~~.
. . experience,·
. . . arid

pro
•

:

eVening and weebnd
• ·. Marbt:~h
iRvolvel
no·. seµiftg ... ·
.
,•
- .. -·
.
'•

•

,

Fall priority-registration begins Weds., M,~rch 23
through Wed., March 30. You wilt/Je assig11ed a
registration date and time.

Cfi&libiif>

CIJ1 ;;.,.

Priority open registration begin's Wed., March29
• • • Ii • • • Ii . . . . . . ii . . . . . . . . . . . . . ·-· •
.
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